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Necessary and sufficient conditions of applicability of the Magnus method to 
study of the systems of nonlinear differential equations near the boundaries 

of the stability region are given. 

Magnus in [l] extended the Krylov - Bogoliubov method to the case on nonlinear 
systems near the boundaries of their region of stability. The essence of the method was, 

that the nonlinear system 

dx. n 
‘L= 
dt c aijxj + Pifi (21, ‘2, ’ . ‘) ‘*) 

j=l 
(1) 

the characteristic equation of which has nor more than one pair of pure imaginary roots 

and where the nonlinear function fi is expanded into a Fourier series and replaced by 
the linear system 

dij* d; + dijZi) (2) 
j=l 

The solution is sought in the form 

xj = Aj sin $j, % = 

Substituting ( 3 ) into ( 1) and ( 2 ) under the 
the same frequency o but different amplitudes 

wt + 'pj (3) 

assumption that all oscillations have 
Aj and phases (Pi, we find that fi 

are 2 R / o -periodic functions. Expanding these functions into Fourier series and 
retaining the first order harmonies only, we obtain 

ii = ail co9 $I + bi, sin f 

fi(AK,sinql,. . ., AK,sin$,,) $ld$r, Aj = AKi 

Substituting ii into ( 1) and ( 2 ) we obtain, respectively, 

dx. n 
1s 
dt c ai#Kj ain $I+ pi (ai1 cos $I+ b,, sin 9,) 

j=l 

ax. * 
2= 
dt c (cZiy*AKjco cos $j + iiijAKj sin $$ 

j=l 

(4) 

(5) 
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Equating the coefficients accomp~ying the like harmonics in the systems (4 )and (5 ) , 
we obtain 

& = Qij, lij* = 0 for if 1 

CL Bii = ai1 + AK1 bil, i$* -_ L 
AwKl ai1 

for j = 1 

Clearly, when pi = 0 the systems ( 1) and ( 2 ) become identically equal and at 
sufficiently small pi they approach each other sufficiently closely, Applying the 
Hurritz criterion to system ( 2),we find the boundary at stability. Since the parameters 
of the system ( 2 ) depend on the amplitude A, therefore according to Magnus the 
character of the boundary of stability of the system ( 2) and hence also of the system 
( 1) , provided that @i are sufficiently small, is determined by the relative position of 
the boundary of stability R = 0 and of the A -curve determined by the function 

dij = a (A) and cZij* = a* (A) , defined parametrically in the Q, iiii* para - 
meter space. 

The values of A = Ai corresponding to the points of intersection of the boundary 
of stability with the A -curve, represent the first order approximation to the ampli- 

tudes of the steady oscillations, Magnus asserts that the boundary R = 0 is safe if 
dR i dA,, > 0 and unsafe if dR / ddAmO < 0. Bautin generalizes the Liapunov’s 

method to show in [ 2] that the boundary of the region of stability is safe when the 

Liapunov’s coefficient us = L (h,) < 0, and unsafe when L (h,) > 0. Clearly, the 

point separating the safe and unsafe parts of the boundary of the region of stability found, 

using the Magnus method, need not coincide with the point obtained in [ 2 1. 
Thus the conditions formulated by Magnus are necessary and sufficient, provided 

that the following theorem holds: if at some point Ma of the parameter space of the 
system ( 1) the Liapunov ‘s coefficient ~1 7 R = 0 and oa = L (ho) < 0 (aa > 0), 

then the character of stability in the system ( 1) , with the values of the parameters cor- 

responding to the point MO, remains undistorted when the Magnus method is used in 

its investigation, if and only if dR / dA > 0 (dR ./ dA < 0). 

Proof. Necessity. Let the boundary of the region of stability be safe at the 
point Mot i.e. ag=L (~*)~O.We shall show that the in~ua~~ dR I dA > 0 must hold. 
Assume the opposite, i, e. that dR f dA < u. Magnus has shown that in this case the 

A -curve originating within the region of stability intersects the boundary of stability 
at some A = A o corresponding to the amplitude of unstable oscillation, and this con- 
tradicts the results obtained in [ 2 ] according to which a stable limiting cycle exists at 

L (ho) < 0 corresponding to stable oscillations, 

Sufficiency. Let the boundary be unsafe at the point M,, . We shall prove 
that for dR i dA > 0 , the Magnus method does not distort the character of the boun- 
dary at this point, Indeed t when dR / dA > 0 , the A -curve o~ginat~g within 
the region of stability intersects the boundary of stability at some point A = A, car - 
responding to the amplitude of a stable oscillation and this agrees with the results of 

[ 2 1. This implies that when the condtions of the theorem do not hold, the Magnus me- 

thod yields an incorrect result. 
The case when the boundary of the region of stability is unsafe at the point MO I 

can be proved in a similar manner. 
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E x a m p 1 e . Let us consider the system 

dx 1 dt = Y, dy 1 dt = - x + dy + bslxay + bosy3 

We have for this system a, = ‘1, nc, c = - (bpl -I- 3 b,,), i, e. a, < 0 for c > 0. 

Therefore the boundary of stability the points of which satisfy the conditions d = 0 

and c > 0, is safe. Applying the Magnus method, we obtain the linear system 

dX dy z=“’ d_=-- x + z*y, ri*=d++CA2 

for which we have 

dR d _=- 
dA dA 

since e > 0 by assumption and the conditions of the theorem hold. We can take 
A = Jim as the approximate value of the amplitude. 
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